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Abstract 
For the ultraspherical weight functions w/~(x) = (1 -x  2)~-1/2, an asymptotic representation of the Stieltjes polynomials 
is proved for 1 <)o ~< 2, which holds uniformly in every closed subinterval of ( -  1, 1). This extends and completes our 
earlier results (for 0 ~< 2~< 1 ) in the sense that the problem is solved for all ultraspherical weight functions for which 
Stieltjes polynomials are known to have only real distinct zeros inside (-1, 1) for all n E N. The main result is applied 
to prove positivity results for Kronrod extensions of Gauss and Lobatto quadrature formulae. 
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1. Introduction and statement of the main result 
In 1894, Stieltjes [1] introduced the polynomials En+l that satisfy 
f l P , (x )E ,+ l (x )  x~dx = O, = O, 1 . . . . .  n, (1) k 1 
where Pn are the Legendre polynomials. Stieltjes conjectured that the zeros of the polynomials E.+1, 
which are nowadays called Stieltjes polynomials, are real, lie inside the open interval ( -1 ,  1 ) and 
interlace with the zeros of P.. 
These conjectures were proved by Szeg6 [17] for the more general class of polynomials ~'(~) L 'n+ 1 
which satisfy 
f_ '  wj~(x)P~))(x)E(n~l(x)xkdx = O, = O, . . . . .  n, 0 <2~<2, (2) k 1 
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where w;~(x) = (1--X2) 2-1/2, 2 > --2' is the ultraspherical weight function and p(;0 are the ultra 
spherical polynomials. For 2 = 0 the points -1  and 1 are zeros of ~.~0) while for 2 < 0, two ~n+ 1, 
zeros of E~ ~) are outside [-1, 1]. For 2 > 2, the problem is still unsolved (see [5]). Surveys on 
Stieltjes polynomials and their applications can be found in [4,9, 10]. Recently, important results 
have been proved for Stieltjes polynomials with respect o very general classes of weight functions, 
see [11-13]. 
In this paper, we are concerned with the problem of asymptotic representations of Stieltjes poly- 
nomials, which was first considered by Peherstorfer [13]. In a recent paper [3], we proved that for 
0~<2~<1 one has 
E~)l(COS 0) = nl-;~rc-l/222-~ sin '-;~ 0cos{(n + 2)0 - (2 - 1)re/Z} + o(n '-;~) (3) 
uniformly for e ~< 0 ~< rc -  e, e arbitrary but fixed. However, the proof cannot completely be carried 
over to further values of 2, in particular 1 <2~<2. A very general result of Peherstorfer [13, (4.13)] 
can be applied to the case 1 < 2 < 2, and it directly yields that one has, in our normalization, the 
asymptotic representation 
E~), (cos 0) + ~.~ ..+,. .  = e~ P~+I (cos0) + o(n '-;~) (4) 
uniformly in closed subintervals of ( -1 ,  1), where e{~ 1)~ const, n 1-~, e~ 2) ~ 23-;'n 3/2-)', and dn+l,n 
is defined by (c£ [13, (4.1)]) 
2n+l zn+l oG 
= l+) -~dj , , z  j, ]z] < 1, (5) 
k,(d00 soq,(½(z + z -1 ), d~) j=l 
So = f l  I d~(x), q . ( - ,d~)  is the function of the second kind associated with the orthonormal poly- 
nomial p . ( . ,  do 0 = k.(d00xn +.- . ,  
q, (y ,d~)= 1 f_l 
pn(x,d~) 
S7 1 7~x d~(x), y E C \ [ -1 ,  11, (6) 
and, in our case, d~(x) = wj~(x)dx. In view of the well-known asymptotic representation of the 
ultraspherical polynomials (cf. e.g. [18, Theorem 8.21.8]), a proof of lim,__.~ d,+l,, = 0 would be 
sufficient o prove that (3) also holds for 1 < 2 < 2, but it appears that such a proof is unknown 
until now. 
In this paper, using different methods, we derive a similar sufficient condition (see Lemma 3.4), 
and show that it holds for 1 < 2 < 2; the case 2 = 2 will be treated directly. 
Theorem 1.1. Let 1 < 2 < 2, and let ~(;~) be the Stieltjes polynomial with respect to w;. Then, X-~n+ 1 




0) = nl-;~Tz-l/222-;~ sin 1-;~ 0cos{(n + 2)0 -- (2 -- 1)n/2} 
uniformly for all 0 < 0 < ~z, 
O) = n-~rc -~/2 sin -l 0 cos{ (n + 2)0 - zc/2 } + O(n-2).  
+ o(nl-;3. (7) 
(8) 
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Hence, asymptotic representations for Stieltjes polynomials are now available for all ultraspherical 
weight functions where Stieltjes polynomials are known to have only real distinct zeros inside ( -  1, 1 ) 
for a l lnE  N. 
Using standard arguments (see e.g. [3, Corollary 1]), Theorem 1.1 can be used to prove the 
following result about the distribution of the zeros of Stieltjes polynomials. 
Corollary 1.2. Let 1<2~<2, let e > 0 be fixed, and let ~01,n+ 1 >02, n+ 1 >'"  ">On+l ,n+ 1 ~0 such 
that ~.+~'(;~1 cos 0#,~+1) = 0, p = 1,2,.. . ,n + 1. Then, uniformly for  all e ~ 0.+2_~,,.+1 ~<rt - e, 
/, + (2 - 2)/2 + o(1) 
0~+2-~,.+1 = ~. (9) 
n+2 
2. Positivity of Kronrod extensions of Gauss and Lobatto quadrature formulae 
Stieltjes polynomials are closely related to Kronrod extensions of Gauss and Lobatto quadrature 
formulae, which are among the most often used quadrature formulae in practical applications (see 
e.g. QUADPACK [14] by Piessens et al., 1983). 
More precisely, a quadrature formula Q, with remainder R~ and degree of exactness deg(Rn) = s 
is a linear functional defined by (see e.g. [2]) 
n 
Q,[ f ]= ~avf (x , . ) ,  -oc  < xl < ' "  < x, < oc, 
v= I 
/, {0, 
1 w(x) f (x )dx  = Q.[ f ]  + R.[ f ] ,  R,,[p~] 7k O, 
/ A = O, . . . ,S ,  
~=s+l .  
(10) 
It is well known that the Gauss formula Q~[f] ~,",=1 G G = av,~f(x,,,~ ) can be defined by deg(R~)= 
2n 1, and that the Lobatto formula L N -''n+l L L - Q.+l[ f ]  = ~,,=J a,,,.+lf(x,,,n+l) can be defined by X L - -  1,n+l - -  
L = - -  1 and deg(R~+ I ) = 2n - 1. The Kronrod extensions of the Gauss formula, - -  Xn+l,n+ 1 
n n+l  
GK GK G GK K 
Qz.+1 [ f ]  ) = ~A~,,.f(xv, . + Y~'~B~,.+If(~.#,.+,), 
v=l  #=1 
(11) 
respectively, of  the Lobatto formula, 
n+l  n 
LK LK L LK K 
Qz.+l [ f ]  = 2Av, .+,f (xv, .+,)  +
v= 1 #= 1 
(12) 
are defined by 
GK deg(R2.+l )/> 3n + 1, (13) 
respectively, 
LK )~>3n. (14) deg(R2n+l 
It follows from a well-known theorem (cf., e.g., [2, p. 89]) that necessary conditions for (13), 
respectively, (14) are given by (;~) K En+l(~l, )=  0, /~ = 1,... , n+l  in the Gauss case and En.(3+l)(~p,n) = 0 , K
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/t = 1 .... ,n in the Lobatto case, i.e., the additional nodes are the zeros of associated Stieltjes 
polynomials. 
For ultraspherical weight functions, Monegato [7, 8] proved that the weights of Kronrod extensions 
of Gauss formulae are positive for all n C N and 0~<2~<1, and in [10, p. 157], Monegato posed 
this problem for 1 <2 ~<2. In the same paper, Monegato also stated that the positivity of Kronrod 
extensions of Lobatto formulae is still unknown for 0 < 2 ~< 1. More precisely, Monegato showed 
that the positivity of the weights associated to the Kronrod nodes is equivalent o the interlacing 
LK ~0, V = 1,... n + 1 at least for property, and he conjectured that A,,GK ~>0, V = 1,...,n, and A~,,+ 1 , , 
the case 2 -  - -  ~. 
As an application of Theorem 1.1, we prove an asymptotic representation of weights that are 
associated with nodes which lie inside a fixed closed subinterval of the open interval ( -1 ,  1 ). 
Theorem 2.1. (a) Let n E N, 1<2~<2, and let 
n n+l 
GK GK G GK K 
Q2.+1 [ f ]  = ZB. ,n+l f (~. ,n+l  ) ~A ~,. f(xv, n ) -k- 
v=l /~=1 
(15) 
G be the Kronrod extension of  the Gauss formula with respect to wj. Then, uniformly for all x~,. = 
G G ¢~,.<~n- 5, > O, cosq~v, n ~< 
A,G~ - n sin 2~' cvG. (1 + O(1)). 
2n+1+2 
(16) 
(b) Let n c ~, 0<2~<1, and let 
n+l  n 
LK LK L LK K 
Q2.+1 [ f]  = + f(x~,.+l ) EB . , . f (~ , , . )  
v=l /1=1 
(17) 
be the Kronrod extension of  the Lobatto formula with respect to w).. Then, uniformly for all 
L L L = e<~dp~,~+l -- 5, 8 xv,.+l cosqSv, n+ ~, <n > 0, 
LK _ n (1+O(1)) .  Av'"+l 2n+1+2 sin22 Cv~.+l (18) 
As an immediate consequence, we obtain the following partial solutions of the Monegato problems. 
Corollary 2.2. (a) For every e > 0 and every 1<2~<2 there exists an N E ~, such that the 
weights of  the Kronrod extension of  the Gauss Jbrmula GK Q2n+l that are associated with nodes 
G G G positive for all n >~ N. xv,. = cos qSv,., e~<~b~,. <n - 5, are 
(b) For every ~ > 0 and every 0<2~<1 there exists an N E ~, such that the weights of  
the Kronrod extension of  the Lobatto formula LK Qzn+l that are associated with nodes x~,.+ _-- 
L L dp~,.+l <<. n - are positive for all n >~N. COS~)v ,n+I ,  ~ ~ F., 
3. Proofs 
The following lemma can easily be proved by partial summation. 
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Lemma 3.1. For every n E ~,  let bo,~,bl,,, . . ,  be a nonnegative and nonincreasing real sequence. 
Then, uniformly fo r  all e <<. 0 <<. rc - e, e > 0 arbitrary but f ixed, and increasing n, 
( i )  1 ~bo, n+ ~-~.,=1 by,. cos2vO = O(bo,.), 
(ii) ~]~o b~,. cos(2v + 1)0 = O(bo,.). 
In the following two lemmas, we state results on the coefficient sequences of reciprocal power 
series. 
Lemma 3.2. Let  ~(;~) be defined by the recurrence formula  
v ), 
.(;o = 1, x--'~,(;.) r(~) = O, v~> 1, (19) ~O,n Z.~ ~"#,ndv--#,n 
where 
f(;~) 1, f(;~) = (1 - ! )  (1 2 )  c(;~) v~>l. (20) 
O,n ~--- J v, n 1l -~- I]. "-~ 1~ Jv- - l ,n~ 
Let  f~  0 l , f~  ;~) (1 -(;~) = = - 2 /v) f~_ l ,  v >~ 1, and ~;) be defined by 
~;~) 1, ~7(;~) ?(;~) o7(;~)? (;~) = ~ so  + ' "+ o a,, =0,  v~>l. (21) 
Then 
0<~;~)~<~ ;~), 1<2~<2. (22) 
Proof. Let 1<2~<2. It is easy to prove that for all n E 
~f(;~).< c(;~)<a v>~l. (23) V "~'JV~?l "~v ,  
Furthermore, Szeg6 [ 17] proved that ~(;~) > 0, v = 0, 1, The proof of Lemma 3.2 is by induction, 
and we immediately see that 
~(;~) _ f (2 )  -(2) = ~2) .  
t,. = s l , .  <- f l  (24)  
For the induction step, we use 
v--1 
~(;,) -£(;~) s-" £(;~)~(;') 
v ,n  ~ J v ,n  - -  Y---~J ~ ,~/Or 'v - - /~ ,n  
#=1 
. _(;.) _ f(;') ~ .(;,) 8(;. ) vff~ ?(;o(8(;~) . (;.) 
---~ ~--a(J l t  .J lt, n.'~v--tt, n -~- --v "~- .~.-~alt .--v--lt - -  ~v--t~,n]" 
#=1 tt~l 
Now, the first sum is negative because of the first inequality in (23), and the last sum is negative 
because of (23) and the induction hypothesis, hence ~(;~)~< 8 (;~) follows. [] 
--F~ n - -F  
~b Let A-~v:0 v = limu~t_0 ~v:0 by uv denote the Abelian sum of (by). The Abelian limit theorem 
states that A- ~v~0 by : ~v~o by if ~v~=0 b~ exists. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let (f ,,) be a real sequence such that C,“=, f y u” exists for IuI < 1. Let the sequence 
(a,) be dejned by 
aofo = 1, a,fo + . . . +a&fv=O, v31. 
Suppose that lim,,, a,, exists. A sujfficient condition for 
lim a, = 0 
l?i x 
(25) 
is that one of the following conditions holds: 
6) 0 < IA-CEO fvl < 00, 
(ii) A- Cz”=, f I' does not exist, 
(iii) A- x2”=, f +, = 0 and A- Czo(v + 1)f ,,+, does not exist. 
Proof. We obtain from the assumptions that CEO a# exists for IuI < 1, and furthermore it follows 
from (25) that 
E Iu/ < 1. (26) 
v=o 
In particular, there follows CF, fvu” # 0 for IuI < 1. Since lim,,, a, exists, 
(27) 
converges, and lim,,+oo a,, = 0 is satisfied if and only if C~“=,(tzy - CI,,+~) = CI~. Using the Abelian 
limit theorem, the limit on the left-hand side is equal to the Abelian sum. We have for IuI < I 
since all series converge. For the computation of the Abelian sum, we now take the limit for 
u + 1 - 0 of the right-hand side in (28), and easily obtain the results in the cases (i) and (ii). In 
the case (iii), we use de 1’HBpital’s rule. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Szegii [ 171 proved that the coefficients of the Chebyshev polynomial repre- 
sentation of E”.’ lZ+l, 
(29) 
(the prime indicates that the last term should be halved if n is odd), can be obtained from the 
recurrence formula 
aw _ 1 
o,n- ) &f:!J,,;. = 0, v> 1, (30) 
p=o 
where 
fft, = 1, f:;: = (1- ;) (1- n+"n+v)fl))l,n, va1, (31) 
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are the coefficients in the expansion 
is F(22) .-(;0- ,,-'~ ,, ~, ~(;~)oi(,+l+2v)0 
sinZ;'-' 0 Q{n;')(c°s0) + 2 U2)  r' '  t cosv) )  = .nz-.,av,,-v=0 (32) 
(see [17, p. 533]) of  the ultraspherical polynomials p~;0 and functions of  the second kind Q(~;~). The 
series converges uniformly for e ~< 0 ~< rc -  e, e > 0 arbitrary but fixed. Furthermore, it can be proved 
that (see e.g. [3, Eq. (20)]) 
sin z~-10Q~/~)(cosO) = n;~-lrtl/22 ;~-1 sin ;~-l 0cos{(n + 2)0 - (2 - 1)re/2} + O(n;-2). (33) 
uniformly for e ~< 0 ~< rc - e, e > 0 arbitrary but fixed. 
Let 1 < 2 < 2, and let m = L(n + 1)/2J. As in [3], we write 
__  i (n+l )0  t (2 )  --2ivO E(~(cos0  ) = 2 ~ e ~v,,e , 0~<0<~n. (34) 
7, 
In (30), the coefficients a(;~) from the sum in (34) are also defined for all v>>,m. We introduce --V~ n 
(marked by an asterisk) the difference between the infinite series and the finite sum, 
oo oo  m 
• r-~, ()) -2ivO S- , z (2 )e -2 iv0  ,r'-~! (.~) -2ivO 2_, ~ ,e  = ~_.~,,_ - 2_, ~v,,e . (35) 
v=m+ 1 v=0 v=0 
Using the same argumentation as in [3], it can be shown that the series on the right-hand side exists 
for 0 < 0 < rt and that uniformly for e ~< 0 ~< rc - e 
__  i (n+l )0  (2)  --2ivO 2 ~ e ~v,,e 
7, 
= nl-;~7z-1/222-;~ sin 1-;~ 0cos{(n + 2)0 - (2 - 1)~/2} + o(nl-;~). (36) 
We will now prove that 
o~ 
x---~, (~) -2ivO 2_., 0~v,~n e = O(1) for n ---+ oc. (37) 
v=m+l  
Using (35), (36) and Lemma 3.1, we obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. Let c(;~) and ~(;~) be defined as in (30) and (31), respectively, and let 6n be defined J v ,  n v, n 
by 
E~,~(cos 0) = n~-;~rc-~/222-;~ sin ~-;~ 0cos{(n + 2)0 - (2 - 1)~z/2} + 6,(0). (38) 
A sufficient condition such that 
lim 6~(0) = o(n I-)~) (39) 
?/-"'~ OO 
holds uniformly for e<~O<<,lr- e and all e > 0 is that ,_.,.,(~(;o), has no changes of  sign and is 
nonincreasin9 for v >1 [(n + 2)/2J, and 
(;~) - 0.  (40)  li~rno~ [(n+ Z)/2 J,n - -  
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The condition in Lemma 3.4 is not necessary, and we refer to the case 2 = 2 as a counterexample. 
This case is treated below in more detail. 
7.(;.) -z(;0 -( ;0 , /~ /v ) fv_ l ,  v~> 1, and Let J0 = 1 Jv =(1 -  
8g;o 1, z(;a 2 (;a -(;,) 7-(;') = ~ Jo  + ' "+~o Jv  =0,  v~>l. (41) 
Note that unlike f~,, and ~v,,, jT(J a and ~z(;° are independent of  n. In view of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4, 
it therefore suffices to show that 
=(;a 0. (42) lim % -- 
~(;') > O, 1 < 2 < 2, We now apply Lemma 3.3 with fv := jT(/.) and av := ~vZ(;a. Szeg6 [17] proved _.~,,
v >~ 0. For every fixed v E N we have 
l im a "(;) ~(/~) (43) 
Rabinowitz proved ([15]; see also [16, footnote on p. 226]) 
a(;a u(;a ~> 0, (44) v+l,n < V ~v,n~ 
for 1 < 2 < 2, and we obtain from these results 
,~(;a<,~(;O ~ • ~<07~ ;~) 1 (45) 0~<".~<~,, "~v- r ' -~ ' "  = • 
,. 7.(;4 
Hence, limv__.~ c7~ ') exists and is ~>0. An explicit representation o i J v  for v/> 1 is given by 
~r(;~) 1 F (v  - 2 + 1) 
v = ~ -Cv  -;~, (46) r(1-2) r(v+l)  
V-,oo 7.(;.) v with a positive constant C. It follows that ~v=Of#v ;a exists, and hence Z_,v=OJ~ u exists for [ul<l, 
and A- ~v=O J~ = 2_sv=O ./v • Furthermore, it follows that A- ~=o(V+ )f~+l does not exist (diverges 
to -c~) .  Therefore, the assumptions of Lemma 3.3, and either condition (i) or (iii) are satisfied, 
which proves the assertion of  Theorem 1.1 for 1<2<2. 
For 2 = 2 (cf. [17, p. 510]), 
~(2) = 1~ ~ (47) (. + 
v,n \n+3J  " 
Therefore, we have 
.(2) 1 
lim ~k(,+2)/2J,, = - > 0, (48) 
n--'* OO e 
which shows that Lemma 3.4 cannot be applied in this case. Here, however, since the coefficients 
a(;0 are explicitly known, we directly obtain for even n V~ n 
7~ 1 - (n + 1)e-2 i° / (n  + 3) ' (49) 
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and some further elementary calculations lead to the result. For odd n, a slight modification is 
necessary with respect o the halved term in the sum (29). [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (a) The proof follows along the same lines as that of [3, Corollary 3]. First 
note that the Gauss-Kronrod formula is given by 
GK G G R. [p2.] dvd (x~., o ~K , K , Qan+l = Qn - (50) , " ' ' ,Xn,  n~ 1,n+l  " ' "  
where the divided difference dvd is defined by 
dvd(yl , . . . ,yk)[p] = { 0, p E Pk-2, (51) 
1, p (x )= x k-l. 
Some elementary computations yield 
22-2)oV/~ 
A,,C~ = ~ (52) av'n q- (2 ) t  G (2)  G " F(~.)en (Xv, n)En+l(Xv, n) 
G G Let e > 0. Setting x~,, = cos~b .... two classical results are 
>v," = v + -n 1)/2+o(1)+ 7t (53) 
and 
a _ zc - 2;~c (1 +o(1)) ,  (54) av'" n ~ 2 sin q)v,n 
which hold uniformly for all e~qSv~,~<~- e. The assertion follows by some further elementary 
computations, using Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2, as well as the representation 
zc F(22) ~(;o- ,,- n;~-1~1/22;~-1 F(2 + 1/2) G tcos v) = sin -;~ 0cos{(n + 2)0 - 2rc/2} + O(n)~-2), (55) 
which converges uniformly for e~<0~<rc-e (see [18, Eq. (8.21.10)]), and (d/dx)P(~;O(x) = 22P(,;L+ll)(x) 
(see [18, Eq. (4.7.17)]). 
(b) Similarly, the Kronrod extension LK Qzn+l of the Lobatto formula can be expressed by 
LK  L L L L Q2n+l Qn+, [p2,] dvd ( -  1, ~n, . .  K = -- "- ", ~,,n)" (56) Rn+l l ,  X2 ,n+l  ~ • ,Xn,n+ 1 , 
The Kronrod extension of the Lobatto formula with respect o w;, uses the zeros of the Stieltjes 
polynomials E~ ;~+l) with respect to w;~+l (see e.g. Monegato [10, p. 154]), and hence some elementary 
computations yield 
LK L ~ (57) 
Av'n+l = av'n+l + 22;~F(,~ q- 1)(1 rxe 12aP ()'+O't'L ~'(;'+l)t~L ~" 
- -  t v ,n+l ]  ) n - - l  \'n'v,n+llL~n \"~'v,n+l] 
Proceeding as above, Theorem 2.1 follows. [] 
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